


Victory on the High Sea
A game by Martin Knight 2016

COMPONENTS
16 ship tokens
12 Port Built Tokens
40 small dice (10mm)
16 combat log cards
4 Jolly Roger Tokens
5 Admiralty Tokens
7 Pieces of Eight Tokens
6 shot Tokens (2 Ball, 2 Chain, 2 Grape)
2 escape Token
72 cards
28 brown (representing wood) cubes
28 Red (representing Brick) cubes
20 black (representing metal) cubes
15 white (representing cloth) cubes

            

                  
                           Shot Tokens                            Escape        Admiralty    Jolly Roger  Pieces of Eight

SET UP
Follow the steps below when starting a new game.

1. Give each player 1 ship token, 1 port card, and 1 combat log card.
2. Place all other components separately with in easy reach of all players. 
3. Players place their port token face up in front of them with their ship and combat log card 

directly below it.
4. Give each player 2 resources cubes of their choice.
5. Shuffle the cards and deal out five cards to each player and place the remaining cards in the 

centre of the table.

Ships 
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6. The game is now ready to begin.

TURN SEQUENCE
The game is played over a series of rounds in which each player takes a turn and will continue until
one player reaches 15 Victory Points and wins the game. Players performs the entire turn sequence
before play moves to his/her left, when all players have had a turn a new round begins and so on.
The turn is divided up into segments which are completed in order as shown below.

1. Produce – Gain resources from Special buildings you have built at your port. 
2. Voyages -  Move your ships along the voyage track one space or end a voyage and collect

any resources it has picked up along the way.
3. Repairs – Ships not currently on a voyage or ships that are on a voyage card with a port

icon my make repairs. Pay 1 resource to remove one damage dice from the ships combat
log. Wood removes Hull damage, Cloth removes sails damage and any resource removes
crew.

4. Draw a card – Take the top card from the deck.
5. Trade –  You may trade two resources  of  the same type  (i.e.  2  wood,  or  2  cloth)  or  3

resources of different types (i.e. 1 wood, 1 cloth & 1 Brick) for one resource of your choice.
6. Play a card – Play any one card from your hand.
7. Discard – Discard down to 5 cards.

THE CARDS
• Build/Upgrade – The card allows a player to build up their port or upgrade a ship they have

in play. At the start of the game each player is given a Port card, which is placed face up in
front of them, each port  has three fields that it  can improve,  Commerce,  Shipyards and
Industry. Any Build/Upgrade card can be discarded to invest in these fields and the player
simply pays the build cost and marks its build space with a port built token to show it has
been improved. Unlocking these fields will provide the player with unique opportunities as
displayed on the port card and below for your convenience as well as victory points.

◦ Commerce (Build Cost = 2 Wood, 2 Brick) – Whenever another player ends a voyage
you gain 1 resource of your choice. (2VP)

◦ Shipyards (Build Cost = 2 Wood, 1 Brick) – Discard any build/upgrade card to build a
ship (Costs = 2 Wood, 2 Metal, and 2 Cloth). (1VP)

◦ Industry (Build Cost = 1 Wood, 2 Brick) – Discard any build/upgrade card to gain 1
resource of your choice. (1VP)

Once a port has improved its Shipyards, a player can discard any build/upgrade card to build
a new ship, they must pay the resource costs shown under Shipyards on their port card and 
can then take a spare ship token and a Combat Log from their pool and places them below 
their Port card.

When a player chooses to use the build/upgrade card to upgrade a ship the player pays the 
resource cost and places the build/upgrade card under one of his ships combat logs currently 
in play, leaving the upgrade part of the card visible beneath. A ship can only be fitted with 
one upgrade at a time and should a new one be added to a ship the previous one is removed 
(Any resources paid for removed upgrade is lost).

Lastly all build/upgrade cards have the option to add special buildings to the port. A player 
can have no more than 4 special buildings at any one time and should a new building be 



added a previously built  one must  be removed (players  choice and like with ships the  
removed building does not yield any resources). The player pays the resource cost of the  
special building and places it to the right of his port with the ships upgraded part hidden 
underneath. The special buildings that are available are shown below for your convenience. 

• Fort  (Build Cost = 4 Brick) – Your Ships cannot be attacked on the start space of a voyage
card. (2VP)

• Church (Build Cost = 2 Wood, 1 Brick) - Blessed Voyage - Once per turn move any ship 1
space along its voyage track. (1VP)

• Town Hall (Build Cost = 3 Brick, 2 Wood)  -  The Town Hall offers a place for your
populace to meet in order to express their views and to pay their taxes. (3 VP)

• Foundry (Build Cost = 2 Brick, 1 Metal) - Pay 1 metal to add 1 extra cannon to an entire
combat (only 1 metal can be spent). (1VP)

• Armoury (Build Cost = 1 Brick, 2 Metal) - Each combat round you may pay 1 Metal to
cancel 1 damage dice dealt dealt to your crew. (1VP)

• Mine (Build Cost = 2 Wood, 1 Brick) – Gain one Metal resource each turn. (1VP)

• Quarry (Build Cost = 1 Wood, 2 Metal) - Gain one Brick resource each turn. (1VP)

• Logging Camp (Build Cost = 2 Wood, 1 Metal)  – Gain one Wood resource each turn.
(1VP)

• Textile Mill (Build Cost = 1 Wood, 1 Brick, 1 Metal) - Gain one Cloth resource each turn.
(1VP)

• Crafting Guild (Build Cost = 1 Wood, 2 Brick) - Each combat round you may pay 1 Cloth
to cancel 1 damage dice dealt to your Sails. (1VP)

• Artisan Guild (Build Cost = 1 Wood, 2 Brick) - Each combat round you may pay 1 Wood
to cancel 1 damage dice dealt to your Hull. (1VP)

• Tavern (Build Cost = 2 Wood, 1 Brick) – When repairing a ship you may remove 1 crew
damage dice free per turn. (1VP)

• Passengers – Play when starting a Voyage and place under voyage card with delivered part
showing. If your ship ends its voyage on last space of its voyage add this card to your port
with delivered part revealed for extra victory points. (VP2)

• Voyage – Place these cards to the right of your port card with an available ship token on the
start space of the voyage track and place the ships combat log above.

• Your ship may move along the voyage track one space per turn or instead of moving the
ship may end the voyage and return back to port (place the Ship and Combat Log back
below your port card).

• When a ship cannot move any further along the voyage track because it has reached the
finish space (last)of the voyage card the ship is forced to end its Voyage.



• When a Voyage ends the player receives all of the resources shown on the spaces that the
ship has passed over and including any resources shown on its current space, if the ship
ended the voyage on the finish space and the Pieces of Eight Icon is showing, the player
also receives a Pieces of Eight Token (worth 1 VP) which is placed below the players
port card.

• Some spaces of the voyage card have blast icon, these are vulnerable areas of sea where
a ship can be attacked and make an attack.

• When a ship ends its  movement on a space marked with a port  icon the player  can
perform the repair phase with this ship if he so wishes.

• Fire Cannons – Initiate a combat when you and an opponent both have a ship on a voyage
space that shows the blast Icon. 

• Full Sail Ahead – Move any one ship along their voyage track 1 space, you may then play
another card.

• Storm Ahead - Move any one ship back along their voyage track 1 space, you may then
play another card.

• Letter of Marquee – Play this card when an opponent has targeted you for combat. You
cannot be attacked and your opponent must discard their Fire Cannons card.

• Close  the  Hatches  –  Play  this  card  during  combat  when  your  ship  has  suffered  crew
damage. Choose one crew damage dice and remove it from your combat log.

• Cannons – Play this card during combat when counting cannons. You gain 2 extra cannons
for this combat round only.

• Out Manoeuvre – Play this card during combat when your ship has suffered hull damage.
Choose one hull damage dice and remove it from your combat log.

• Hoist the Sails  -  Play this card during combat when your ship has suffered sail damage.
Choose one sail damage dice and remove it from your combat log.

• Merchant – Play when you end a voyage and gain 1 of each resource type.

COMBAT
When a player has been attacked using a fire cannons card follow the steps below.

1. TACTICS : The players each take 3 shot tokens and the escape token of a matching colour
(one player will take the red tokens, whilst the other player will take the blue tokens). 

2. ARM THE CANNONS/FLEE : Players now secretly choose which shot they will  arm
their cannons with using the shot tokens. Once chosen they place them face down beside
their combat log cards.

◦ Ball shot deals hull damage and is used to sink a ship.
◦ Chain shot deals sail damage and is used to tear down masts and destroy sails to reduce a



ships speed.
◦ Grape Shot deals crew damage and is used to clear the deck ready for a boarding.

3. FIRE : Players now count the number of cannon icons their ships have using the combat log
card and any upgrade cards the ship may have and then roll 1 dice for each, starting with the
attacking player (who initiated the attack) followed by the defender. Most ship will fire with
6 cannons but other cards may influence the number of cannons a ship has.

Escaping - If a player decides to use an escape token they must now place it face up along
side their shot token (note that an escape token can only be played if the ship has not taken
all of its sail damage). If a ship elects to escape combat they will fire only half their number
of cannons rounded down. 

4. TAKING DAMAGE :  Compare both of the results. Remove all 1's that have been rolled
(They are cannons that have misfired), next remove all results of an equal value (for instance
if the attacker rolled a 5 and the defender rolled a 5, both results of 5 are removed, likewise
if the attacker rolled two sixes and the defender rolled just one six, both would remove just
one six).

5. DAMAGE REPORT :  Both sides now reveal their shot tokens and place their remaining
damage dice on to the matching spaces of their opponents combat log card, using the track
shown on their shot token; Sail track for chain shot, Hull track for Ball shot and Crew track
for grape shot (i.e. if a player used ball shot and has a 2 and 4 dice result remaining, the
player would place the dice on the 2 and 4 spaces of the Hull Track on his opponents combat
log).

◦ If a player has rolled two matching results, they can be used to raise or lower their value
by one result, the player discards one of the dice and places the remaining one on the
players combat log  (i.e. two 4's can be upgraded to a 5 or down graded to a 3, one dice
is placed on the opponents combat log while the other is discarded).

◦ A player can also use any 3 dice results and convert them into a single value of their
choosing, the player discards two of the results and can change the third dice to any
numbered face (i.e. a player could use their dice results of 2,2, 4 to place a damage dice
on space 6 of their opponents track). 

6. EFFECTS OF DAMAGE : Depending on how badly damaged the ships are will determine
the outcome of the combat.

◦ HULL DAMAGE : If a ship has been dealt its maximum hull damage (full track) it has
been sunk and the combat  is  over,  the ship token,  combat  log  and voyage card  are
discarded and the ships opponent receives an Admiralty Token (Worth 2 VP's)

◦ SAIL DAMAGE : If a ship has been dealt its maximum sail damage (full track) it has
lost the use of its sails and is motionless in the water, it can still fire its cannons and
resist a boarding but can no longer use the escape token.
  After the combat is over a ship with full sail damage must end its voyage on its next
voyage phase of its turn; the remaining crew salvages some of its sails to get back home.

◦ CREW DAMAGE : If a ship has taken all of its crew damage (full track) it can still
operate its cannons and sail but has lost its fighting men that was on stand by and is now
vulnerable to a boarding, see boarding below.

7. BOARDING :  When a ships crew track has taken full damage (full of dice with no free
spaces remaining) its opponent will automatically board and capture it if the following rules



apply – the opponents ship has a greater number of sails (more free spaces on their sails
track) and at least one undamaged space (free of dice) on their crew track. If the boarding is
a success the combat is over and the opponent receives the voyage card, combat log and ship
token from the losing player and places them in front of him (note that the position of the
ship on the voyage card does not alter and all damage on the ship remains when it is passed
over to the new owner). When a player captures a ship via a Boarding they also receive a
Jolly Roger Token (Worth 3 VP's).

8. ESCAPING : At the end of the current combat in which a ship or ships elected to escape a
few possible outcomes may take place.

◦ If both ships elect to escape, combat is over.
◦ If the escaping ship does not have more free spaces (free of dice) on its sail track of its

combat log than that of its opponent, it cannot out sail its enemy and a new combat
round begins.

◦ If the escaping ship does have more free damage spaces (free of dice) on its sail track of
its combat log than its opponent, it out sails its enemy and combat is over.

 

VICTORY POINTS
Players win the game by collecting Victory points, they are gained in a whole host
of ways and it  is  worth adding up points at  regular points in  the game, so that
players will having a running total at all times. Building up ports, adding special
buildings  to  a  port,  delivering  passengers,  completing  certain  voyages,  sinking
ships, capturing ships, are some of the ways players earn victory points. 

As soon as a player believes they have 15 victory points they immediately announce they have won
and show how they have come by the amount to the other players. If the number is correct the game
does not end there but continues until all of the players have completed their turn for the round and
then the game ends. All players then count up their victory points and the player with the most wins
the game. Below is a summary of how victory points are calculated.

Jolly Roger Token (3 VP)  Awarded when a player captures a ship.
Admiralty Token (2 VP)   Awarded when a player sinks a ship.
Pieces of Eight Token (1 VP)  Awarded when a player completes a voyage card with a pieces 

of eight symbol.
Ship Tokens (1 VP) Each Ship token a player has is worth 1 VP.
Delivered Passengers (2 VP) Passengers are boarded at the start of a Voyage and can be 

delivered if the ship ends the voyage on the last space of the 
voyage card.

Special Port Buildings (1-3 VP) Special Building at a players port add between 1-3 VP's.
Port Shipyard Upgrade (1 VP) Players can upgrade their ports to earn VP's.
Port Commerce Upgrade (2 VP) Players can upgrade their ports to earn VP's.
Port Industry Upgrade (1 VP) Players can upgrade their ports to earn VP's.
Sets of 4 Resources (1 VP) When a player has 4 resources of the same type.
Sets of 6 Resources (3 VP)  When a player has 6 resources of the same type.
First player to declare a Win Earns the player an additional 3 VP's.

COMPONENTS LIMITS
The game components are limited and when they run out players no longer receive that component, 
they are not owed to a player and if they become available again a player does not receive them and 



they are lost. The only exception to this rule is Damage, all damage is paid to a player's ship and if 
the dice are running low markers should be used on the combat log tracks to free up dice for 
combat, more dice or gaming aids such as gems, pawns or paper markers can be used. 

EXAMPLE COMBAT
• Ship A is on a space of its voyage card that depicts a blast icon. Ship B is on a route space of

its voyage card that also shows a blast icon.
• Ship B plays a Fire Cannons card and because Ship A does not have a letter of marque card

to play (Which would cancel the attack) the attack begins.
• Both players take the combat tokens, side A takes the Red and side B takes the blue tokens.
• Both sides secretly choosing which shot they will load in their cannons. Ship A chooses Ball

Shot (Deals Hull Damage) and Ship B chooses Chain Shot (Deals Sail Damage), they take
the appropriate shot tokens and place them face downwards in front of them.

• Now they count their cannon icons on their combat logs, neither have any upgrades and so
they both have 6 cannons, however ship A plays a Cannon card which adds 2 extra cannons,
ship A has 8 cannons and so takes 8 dice, whilst ship has just 6 cannons and takes 6 dice.

• They roll their dice, Ship A gets 1,2,2,3,4,4,4,6 and ship B gets 1,1,2,3,3,4.
• They compare  the  results  and  begin  by removing  all  of  the  1's  rolled  as  they indicate

misfires. Next they remove matching results, both remove from the attack a 2,3 and a 4. This
leaves Ship A with a 2,4,4 and 6, whilst Ship B is left with just a 3.

• They both reveal their  shot cards and begin dealing damage to their  opponents.  Ship B
places his damage dice result of 3 over the 3 space on his opponents sail damage track.
Whilst Ship A places the damage dice results 2,4 and 6 over the spaces on his opponents
Hull damage track.

• As neither side has suffered a defeating result the combat round repeats again and the Shot
cards are return to the players for reselection.

• Ship A chooses Ball Shot and Ship B chooses Chain Shot, they both take the appropriate
tokens and places them face downwards in front of them.

• Ship B chooses to escape and places its escape token next to its shot token, both sides count
up their cannons. Ship B whilst has 6 cannons, this is now halved as the ship manoeuvres for
its escape and takes just 3 dice, whilst Ship A plays another Cannon card and takes 8 dice
again.

• Both sides roll their dice, Ship A rolls, 1,1,2,3,3,3,4,6 and ship B rolls 5,5,5.
• Comparing the results, Ship A removes both of the 1's it rolled. Looking at the other results

none match and no other dice are removed. Ship A is left with 2,3,3,3,4,6, whilst Ship B has
all 3 fives remaining.

• The players reveal their shot tokens and begin dealing damage. Ship B places one 5 over the
5 space on player A's sail damage track and uses the remaining two 5's he rolled to upgrade
one of the dice to a 6 and places it on his opponents track and discards the other. Ship A uses
one of the 3's he rolled and places it over the 3 space on his opponents Hull damage track
and then uses the 2,4 and a 6 and upgrades them to any result, he converts the 6 to a 5 and
places it on his opponents Hull damage track and discards the rest.

• With all of the damage dealt Ship B has taken full hull damage and has been sunk, combat is
now over and the player of Ship A receives an Admiralty Token worth 2 VP's.



SAMPLE PLAY AREA

BUILTBUILT BUILTBUILT

John has managed to upgrade two parts of his port and built 2 
special buildings giving him a combined total of 7 VP's. He has 
managed to deliver one passenger from a previous Voyage in which 
he was attacked and sunk the enemy ship, earning him an Admiralty 
Token for another combined total of 4VP's. His two ships, the one 
on its voyage and the other docked at his port, earn him another 2 
VP's. Lastly because John has 3 Metal Resources (Black) he earns 
another 1VP, which gives him almost a winning Total of 14VP's. 
John needs just one more Victory Point to declare a win.

Johns hand of cards (Above) offers him a few choice in which he could earn the 1 VP he needs to declare 
a win. On his next turn he could end the voyage his ship is currently on and play his merchant card to 
earn him the following resources – 1 wood, 1 Brick and 1 cloth from the voyage and his merchant card 
earns him 1 wood, 1 Brick, 1 cloth and 1 metal. Johns Resource pool now looks like this:

                                   Pool          Voyage                         Merchant Card

                                                          +                                        +              

He could either build his Forge with the two Brick and one metal, or trade 2 Cloth, 2 Metal or 2 Brick 
into a wood to make another resource set, in either case both options would earn John the 1 VP he needs. 
      



REFERENCE SHEET

TURN SEQUENCE
1. Produce  –  Gain  resources  from

Special buildings.
2. Voyages  -  Move  ships  1  space  on

voyage  track  or  end  a  voyage  &
collect all resources it has passed.

3. Repairs – Ships on a port space, or at
home  port  can  repair.  1  resource
removes  1  dice  from  combat  log.
Wood=Hull, Cloth=Sails, Any=Crew. 

4. Draw a card – Take top card.
5. Trade  –  Trade  2  resources  of  same

type or 3 resources of different types
for one resource of your choice.

6. Play a card – Play a card.
7. Discard – Discard down to 5 cards.

RESOURCES
 = Wood                   
 = Brick
 = Metal
 = Cloth
 = Any Resource

OTHER ICONS

 = Cannons (number of damage dice rolled)

 = Sails (Full Dmg. = No escape/Voyage ends)

 = Hull (Full Dmg. = Sunk)

 = Crew (Full Dmg. = Vulnerable to boarding)

 = Ball Shot (Damages Hull)

 = Chain Shot (Damages Sails)

 = Grape Shot (Damages Crew)

 = Blast (Can attack/be attacked on Spaces)

 = Port (Can repair ships on these Spaces)

 = Pieces of Eight (Collect if voyage completed)

COMBAT
When a player has been attacked using a fire 
cannons card follow the steps below.

1. TACTICS: Take shot/escape tokens.
2. ARM THE CANNONS: Choose shot

and place face down.
3. FIRE:  Count cannons and roll 1 dice

for each, attacker first. If escape, play
token and fire half cannons.

4. TAKING  DAMAGE:  Compare
results. Remove 1's (misfired), remove
all matching results.

5. DAMAGE  REPORT: Reveal  shot
tokens  and  place  remaining  dice  on
matching spaces of opponents combat
log use the track shown on shot token,
attacker  first.  Players  may convert  2
matching  results  to  raise/lower  result
by 1 (i.e.  3,3  =2 or  4).  Players  may
convert any 3 results in to a result of
their choosing (i.e. 2,4,5 = 6)

6. EFFECTS OF DAMAGE: 
Hull damage: max hull  dmg. = ship
sunk, combat over, ship, combat log &
voyage  card  discarded  and  opponent
receives admiralty token.
Sail damage: max sail dmg. = can not
use escape token. When combat over
ship must end voyage on next turn.
Crew damage: max crew dmg. = ship
vulnerable to boarding, see below.

7. BOARDING: Max crew dmg. 
opponent will automatically board and
capture if opponents ship has more 
free spaces on sail track & min. 1 free 
of space on crew track. If boarding is 
success, combat over and boarder 
takes voyage card, combat log, ship 
token from losing player and Jolly 
Roger Token.

8. ESCAPING: At end of combat round 
when both ships escape combat is 
over. If only 1 ship escape it must have
more free spaces on sail track than 
opponents ship to end combat.
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